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Above!Roger checking Tumukunde"s 

coloring project#

Below!Roger being grilled with 

Kinyarwanda $ash cards#

ISHIMWE
December 2009  Newsletter

A year of new 
beginnings for Roger 
and Faith  Shaw as they 
experience life in Rwanda 
to be with the 19 children 
that God has entrusted to 
them.

The Move, Settling in and Christmas 
The Move

We felt compelled to move to be with the 

children over several months and by the end 

of July% we actually managed to rent out our 

home in San Jose# Over the next four months 

we were blessed to have time to prepare for 

the big move to Kigali# It was no simple task 

nor was it easy to let go of the familiar and 

the comfortable surroundings of our home% 

our church family and many friends# The 

hardest separation was of course from our 

two daughters Zoe and AnneMarie% who are 

still in USA &nding their own paths% through 

school and career#

We are grateful for God"s help in all these 

activities% the strength% the people who 

helped us% prayed for us% and gave of 

themselves% in their &nances and words of 

wisdom or encouragement# 

America"s &nest corporation% Intuitive 

Surgical% generously o'ered to keep Roger 

employed part time as a remote worker for ( 

months# 

We recognize that the Lord is sovereign in all 

things and that He is able to guide% protect 

and lead us all to Himself if we are willing#             

Settling In

Roger le) San Jose on Dec *th% passed 

through England for two weeks% while Faith 

travelled directly to Kigali% arriving on the 

Dec +th# Straight away Faith started house 

hunting with three priorities in mind# A place 

with broadband Internet for Roger to work 

with% big enough for the children to visit us% 

and of course a'ordable for us# Roger and 

Charlotte Kayiranga% who helped us earlier 

this year with buying the land% helped us 

once again to settle in. 

Faith and Nanny 
Judith with children 

Hope,Davina,

Tumukunde, Gihungu 
& Rukanika.
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Going to Church

We wanted to try a nearby church but 

it is too far for the little ones to walk 

and we would need about * taxis to get 

us all there# So we took only the , 

older ones -Anastase% Christophe% 

Claude% Prince% Ruzindana% Emmanuel% 

Alice% Anne and Flavia. who got all 

dressed up in their Sunday best and 

walked in crocodile formation# The kids 

were very excited and we all had a lot 

of fun# The service was mainly in 

English and there wasn"t anything 

going on for children# However% there 

were no complaints and we were all 

made to feel very welcome#

These Photos

Le) ! Christmas dinner being set out on 

the only large enough surface in the 

house; Nanny Ernestine reading to 

children; Faith surrounded% getting 

ready to watch Narnia;

Below ! Whole group singing; 

Rukanika% our miracle; Tumekunde 

drawing; Faith giving Christmas cards; 

Individual reading and coloring;

Financial Situation

Kigali is more expensive than 

Ruhengeri% so Judith brought some 

sacks of food with her% but she couldn"t 

bring the cows and we went through a 

lot of expensive shop!bought milk#

Thank you very much for all the 

&nancial gi)s you have made recently# 

Please feel free to email or phone us to 

&nd out how we spend your  money 

and how we intend to invest it in the 

future -roger@ishimwe#org or 

/0+!123!411+.

We are thrilled with our Nov5Dec fund 

raising# The matching fund has been 

very successful in encouraging &nancial 

giving# Our goal was big ! to raise 6*0K  

to build the &rst home on the Ishimwe 

land www#ishimwe#org5kimironko#html  

We have about 64*K so far# A)er 

matching% that will make 610K# If you 

would like to make a last minute 

donation to help us% please visit 

www#ishimwe#org5donate#html We 

would greatly appreciate it#

CHRISTMAS IMAGES

Christmas Day 

The children came to us on the morning of 

Christmas Eve# We were hardly ready for 

them but they didn"t seem to notice# 

Judith was aware of our lack of bedding% so 

she fetched mattresses and brought loads 

potatoes and vegetables# We spent time 

together relaxing playing games% singing% 

eating and running about outside#

Thank you Michelle for the Christmas 

coloring books! And the pencils% they came 

in handy as we talked about the story of the 

First Christmas#

Roger" s Mum sent a card to each child and 

that made them feel special#

#

A peaceful 
Christmas  with 
the 19 children.
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